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Have you ever dreamed of firing a major capacity weapon at a moving target, much less a moving pack of
targets? Well now you can in this recreation of a real-life shooting range, or any other environment you like.
Range is HOT! utilizes the HTC Vive platform and is fully compatible with all Steam VR headsets. Key
Features: 36 Multigun courses that utilize handgun, rifle, and shotgun shooting 10 Practical Shooting
Classifiers Trap and Skeet Practice Static and Moving Targets Scout and practice course sections to develop
a strategy for maximum effectiveness Outdoor ranges and indoor shoothouses The ability to pick your
loadout at the range; before or during the match New customizable loadouts to better fit your play style
Tournaments and Championships A Live Scanner for scoring, or your own portable device. An Interactive UI
that analyzes your performance and displays your place on the Leaderboards. This is an Early Access game
and will still be subject to change before the finished product. The current Price includes The following bonus
content: Rifles: 20+ High Caliber Rifle & Shotgun Weapons 18+ Damage Per Second Pistols 8+ Damage Per
Second Handguns Access to the Unreal 4 Range Editor Access to the Multiplayer Game Server Beta - Access
to the Trackable Live Scoring Engine Access to the Shooter Chat Access to the Development Audio Engine
Access to the Voice-Over Engine Access to the Source Code and Art Content Out of the box, the game will
ship with the following content: 1) Multigun courses using handgun, rifle, and shotgun shooting 2) Practical
Shooting Classifiers 3) Trap and Skeet Practice 4) Variable Target Types 5) Character Models 6) 50 Rounds of
Ammo (Free! In game) 7) Trackable Live Scoring Engine 8) Shooter Chat 9) Character Voice-Over 10) Audio
Visualizers 11) Camera Stabilization 12) Positional Audio 13) Story Engine 14) A Subscription To Rage
Services - An Unused Game Engine And More to Come Bug Fixes & Performance Optimizations
Improvements to Target Visualization 5 New Optics: Red Dot, Back Up Iron Sights, Hi Vis Pistol Sights Offsets
and Canted Sights, too! Traps and Skeet Practice Ranges

Features Key:
  Ability to unregistered shared keys and unused heroes.
  The game stores game progress in plain text as well as encrypted in a key file. The keys are stored
encrypted in the game data folder. There's a possibility to decrypted these keys, but not by the user.
  The players should do this way.

  Ability to register blacklisted keys, and not used heroes.
  Players can share his blacklisted keys with others.

  Ability to register inactive heroes.
  The players should do this way.

  Ability to score goals.
  The players should do this way.

  Ability to attack team mates.
  The players should do this way.

  Ability to attack spectator.
  The players should do this way.

  The game map can be zoomed. Zoom functions scale the distance.

  In the top screen, players can set "I am the main", which points to the first player screen.

  Unique signs are given to each user who is not registered yet and has played the game before.
  It's better to play on different devices than on phone and simulator.
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